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ABSTRACT: Applications consuming data have to deal with variety of data quality
issues such as missing values, duplication, incorrect values, etc. Although automatic
approaches can be utilized for data cleaning the results can remain uncertain. Therefore
updates suggested by automatic data cleaning algorithms require further human
verification. This paper presents an approach for generating tasks for uncertain updates
and routing these tasks to appropriate workers based on their expertise. Specifically the
paper tackles the problem of modelling the expertise of knowledge workers for the
purpose of routing tasks within collaborative data quality management. The proposed
expertise model represents the profile of a worker against a set of concepts describing the
data. A simple routing algorithm is employed for leveraging the expertise profiles for
matching data cleaning tasks with workers. The proposed approach is evaluated on a real
world dataset using human workers. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of using
concepts for modelling expertise, in terms of likelihood of receiving responses to tasks
routed to workers.
Keywords: data cleaning, crowd sourcing, web 2.0, linked data

INTRODUCTION
The information systems of a business contain data on entities important to the business such as products,
customers, suppliers, employees, etc. Entity information is spread across the organization, shared with
partners, or even outside its boundaries of control, for example on the web. Maintaining a clean and
consistent view of business critical entities is a core requirement of any knowledge based organization, as
highlighted by a recent survey on the value of data analytics in organizations [1]. The study found that

more than 30% executives considered integration, consistency, and trustworthiness their top most data
priorities. Most of the information quality research has focused on the development of sophisticated data
quality tools and approaches such as Master Data Management. However these tools and techniques
necessitate high technical expertise for successful implementation. Consequently, one of the major
obstacles to data quality are the high operational costs due to limited availability of a few experts, and
changes to business rules and policies [2], [3]. To overcome his limitation automatic or semi-automatic
data cleaning algorithms can be used to improve data quality. However, the output of these algorithms can
still require human review to ensure trust for decision making.
Involving the community of users in data management activities has shown promising results for
maintaining high quality data [4]. Recent developments in crowdsourcing [5] and human computation [6]
have fuelled the interest in algorithmic access to human workers, within or outside organizations, for
performing computationally difficult tasks. Most of the current approaches of human computation publish
tasks on task markets such as Amazon Mechanical Turk1. Therefore leaving the choice of task selection to
the unknown workers, through search and/or browse capabilities of the platform. As a result the quality of
responses provided by the workers may suffer from lack of domain knowledge or expertise for the task at
hand. However, if the knowledge of workers’ expertise is understood, tasks can be assigned to appropriate
workers in a crowd or community. This process is known as task routing.
In this paper we propose a approach for task routing that profiles knowledge workers according to their
expertise of concepts related to data quality issues and then assigns data quality tasks to appropriate
workers. The approach is implemented in the CAMEE (Collaborative Management of Enterprise Entities)
system. Given a set of data cleaning updates, CAMEE automatically converts them to feedback tasks for
further verification from the group of knowledge workers considering their individual expertise levels.
We argue that the expertise level of workers can be effectively measured against concepts associated with
data quality tasks, where concepts are extracted from source data.
In this paper, we address the problem of building expertise profiles of worker and leveraging these
profiles for routing tasks to appropriate workers. The contributions of this paper are as follows:




An approach for modelling and assessment of knowledge worker’s expertise with concepts and a
prototype implementation of the approach using SKOS2 concepts
A simple concept matching approach for routing data quality tasks to appropriate worker
A preliminary evaluation of proposed system on real world dataset with real world workers to
demonstrate its effectiveness

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Next section motivates the research work with respect to
data quality management. Then we provide an overview of the system architecture and related research
challenges. The implementation section details the prototype system using SKOS concepts for modelling
expertise, as well as two approaches of building expertise model for task routing. The section on
evaluation presents the experimental details and discusses the results. Finally we provide the review of
existing work in closely related research areas and summarize the paper afterwards.

MOTIVATION
Master Data Management (MDM) [7] has become a popular approach for managing quality of enterprise
data. The main benefit of a successful MDM implementation is readily available high quality data about
entities in an enterprise. Although attractive, recent studies estimate that more than 80% data integration
1
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projects in enterprises either fail or overrun their budget [2], [8]. MDM is heavily centralized and labour
intensive, where the cost and effort in terms of expertise can become prohibitively high. The main
responsibility for data quality management lies with the MDM council in a top-down manner [9]. An
MDM council usually includes members from senior management, business managers and data stewards.
The significant upfront costs in terms of development efforts and organizational changes make MDM
difficult to implement successfully across large enterprises. The concentration of data management and
stewardship between few highly skilled individuals, like developers and data experts, also proves to be a
bottleneck. To this end, the lack of delegation of data management responsibilities is considered as one of
most the significant barriers to data quality [2]. Due to the limited number of skilled human resources,
only a small percentage of enterprise data comes under management. As a result, the scalability of MDM
becomes a major issue when new sources of information are added over time. Not only are enterprises
unable to cope with the scale of data generated within their boundaries. As the web data becomes
important, there will be a need for enterprises to manage external data existing outside their boundaries
within shared global information ecosystems [10].
Effectively involving a wider community of users within collaborative data cleaning and information
management activities is attractive proposition. The bottom-up approach of involving crowds in creation
and management of general knowledge has been demonstrated by projects like Freebase3, Wikipedia4, and
DBpedia5 [4]. Similarly data quality workload can be delegated to community of end-users by effectively
guiding them towards specific tasks in top-down manner [11]. Sourcing data quality tasks to a community
or crowd necessitates explicit control over the actions required from humans and their potential outcome.
Human computation [6] is a relatively recent field of research that focuses on the design of algorithms
with operations or functions carried out by human workers. One of the major aspects of human
computation is to understand the expertise of available humans and match them with the appropriate
tasks. In this respect, systems using human computation need to overcome two challenges; 1) how to
assess and model human expertise towards, and 2) how to effectively route tasks to appropriate workers.
In this paper we outline a collaborative data quality management system that follows a human
computation approach for involving end-users in the cleaning process. We introduce a concept based
approach for modelling the expertise of human workers for task routing.

CAMEE OVERVIEW
CAMEE follows a human computation approach that utilizes community participation to incrementally
increase the quality of data. Using CAMEE, technical experts (e.g. developers, data stewards, and data
analyst) define the data quality processes with the objective of routing tasks to human workers having
relevant domain knowledge to complete the task. The worker may be employees of the organization or
sourced from an online marketplace. The rest of this section describes the workflow of the system
followed by discussion on challenges of expertise modelling and task routing.

System Workflow
Figure 1 presents the high level workflow of the CAMEE system. The input to CAMEE is a dirty dataset
that is assessed by data cleaning algorithms against pre-defined policies or rules, to identify data quality
issues.
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Figure 1: An example workflow of CAMEE for cleaning dataset with crowdsourcing.
1) Data quality algorithms suggest updates to the dataset for each data quality issue. The concepts
describing the dataset are extracted and associated with each update. The suggested updates are
fed to the task manager component, which converts an update into a task.
2) The crowd manager component maintains an expertise model by either soliciting expertise level
directly from workers, or by calculating indirectly through their performance for test tasks with
known responses.
3) The routing model matches each task with the appropriate worker according to their expertise,
and then;
4) Submits the task to the crowd manager for execution.
5) The crowd manager renders each task using an appropriate user interface.
6) The feedback manager captures the response to the tasks and generates a cleaned dataset as
output of the system.

Expertise & Routing
Human computation approaches rely on explicit control over routing of tasks to appropriate human
workers. The tasks can be routed following a pull method by posting tasks on an online marketplace, such
as Amazon Mechanical Turk. In pull method the decision of routing is delegated onto the humans
themselves by allowing them to select tasks using search or browse features of the marketplace. On the
other hand the push method of routing actively selects appropriate workers from a pool of available
human resources. CAMEE follows push method of task routing that requires an understanding of the
expertise of human workers for matching tasks to appropriate workers. The main challenges associated
with push routing are




How to represent domain knowledge of data quality task
How to assess and represent expertise of workers for a particular domain of knowledge
How to match domain of data quality task with expertise of workers

The expertise required to complete a data quality tasks not only depends on the type of task but also on
the domain knowledge. In this paper we propose a concept based approach for addressing above
mentioned challenges. We show that concepts extracted from the source data can be effectively used for

modelling worker expertise and routing tasks. In next section we describe an example implementation of
the approach within CAMEE that exploits concepts in source data as the common denominator for
annotating data quality tasks, building worker expertise, and routing tasks.

CONCEPT-BASED EXPERTISE MODELLING WITHIN CAMEE
In this section we provide details of the prototype implementation of concept-based expertise modelling
within CAMEE. We illustrate by example the application of concepts based expertise modelling and task
routing within data quality management.

SKOS Concepts
The Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) is a W3C recommended data model designed to
represent knowledge organization systems and share them through the Web [12]. The organization
systems can include thesauri, subject headings, classiﬁcation schemes, taxonomies, glossaries and other
structured controlled vocabularies. In SKOS the basic element is a concept, identified by URI6, which is
considered to be ‘unit of thought’; ideas, meanings or objects. Furthermore, SKOS defines attributes for
labelling concepts with lexical strings and providing additional textual information regarding the concept.
Concepts can be grouped into concept schemes and linked with other concepts by using sematic
relationship hierarchical or associative attributes in SKOS. The overall objective of SKOS is to provide a
common data model for knowledge organization systems, to facilitate their interoperability, as well as to
make them machine-readable through a web-based data format called Resource Description Framework7
(RDF). The usability of SKOS has been demonstrated with use cases of knowledge organization systems
from life sciences, agriculture, product lifecycle, and media [13]. In this paper, we use the case of
DBpedia [14] which is a structured knowledge base constructed by extracting and linking entities from
Wikipedia. Figure 2 shows properties and values of concept American_biographical_films in DBpedia.

Figure 2: Screenshot of RDF data in DBpedia about the SKOS concept American_biographical_films
DBpedia converts Wikipedia articles to entities in RDF format through hand crafted mappings and natural
language techniques. Similarly it converts concepts from Wikipedia category system to SKOS concepts.
Figure 3 shows some attributes and concepts of the Wikipedia article for the movie “A Beautiful Mind” in
RDF format.
6
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Figure 3: Screenshot of RDF data in DBpedia about the movie “A Beautiful Mind”
In Figure 3 the dbpedia-owl:starring attribute have been extracted from the InfoBox of the Wikipedia
article. The dct:subject attributes has been assigned the SKOS concept extracted from article’s categories
box. For example, http://dbpedia.org/resource/Category:American_biographical_films represents the
SKOS concept equivalent of Wikipedia category “American Biographical Films”. While the Wikipedia
category system is collaboratively created and updated by editors, similar or even more sophisticated
knowledge organization systems exists within large enterprises. There are tools8 available for generation
and management of SKOS concept schemes from existing taxonomies, vocabularies or knowledge
organization systems. Figure 4 give an example use of SKOS concepts by CAMEE for representing
domain of knowledge for data quality tasks, expertise of knowledge worker and task routing decisions.
Entity: A Beautiful Mind
Property & Values:
dbpedia-owl:Work/runtime
135.0
dbpedia-owl:director
dbpedia:Ron_Howard
dbpedia-owl:producer
dbpedia:Ron_Howard
dbpedia:Brian_Graze
dbpedia-owl:starring
dbpedia:Ed_Harris
dbpedia:Russell_Crowe

SKOS Concepts:
American_biographical_films
Films_set_in_the_1950s

Update: Missing Value

Task: Confirm Missing Value

dbpedia-owl:writer
dbpedia:Akiva_Goldsman

Did Akiva Goldsman wrote the
movie "A Beautiful Mind"?

SKOS Concepts:

SKOS Concepts:

American_biographical_films
Films_set_in_the_1950s

American_biographical_films
Films_set_in_the_1950s

Worker Expertise
SKOS Concepts:
Films_set_in_the_1950s (Good)
Films_about_psychiatry (Poor)
American_drama_films (Fair)

Task Routing
Match
Films_set_in_the_1950s
Films_set_in_the_1950s (Good)

Figure 4: Example use of SKOS concepts for representing expertise and task routing in CAMEE
8
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Expertise Modelling
SKOS provides a language to design knowledge structures in as simple as possible way. We use SKOS
concepts, from source data, for modelling expertise requirements of tasks and knowledge level of workers
for CAMEE. Assuming that the entities in the dataset have been annotated with some simple SKOS
concept scheme as highlighted in Figure 2, the task manager associates concepts with the data quality
task. For example the data quality task for the movie entity A_Beautiful_Mind_(film) has
American_biographical_films, Best_Drama_Picture_Golden_Globe_winners, and Films_set_in_1950s
SKOS concepts associated with it. The crowd manager component builds worker profiles for the SKOS
concepts according one of the following two approaches:


Self-Assessment (SA): In this approach a worker is asked to rate their knowledge level among the
list of all concepts in the dataset.



Test Assessment (TA): A worker’s knowledge expertise is based on her performance of data
quality tasks with known answers, where each tasks has concepts associated with it.

For example, a worker can specify their knowledge level for American_biographical_films concepts as
excellent for SA approach. However during the TA approach her responses for the test tasks associated
with American_biographical_films can suggest a below average level of knowledge. Table 1 gives an
example of expertise profiles for 3 workers on 4 concepts related to movies, where each value represents
the knowledge level between the values of 0 and 1.
Concept

Worker 1

Worker 2

Worker 3

1990s_comedy-drama_films

0.6

0.2

0.2

Films_about_psychiatry

0.6

0.2

0.6

American_biographical_films

0.8

0.4

0.4

American_comedy-drama_films

0.8

0.6

0.6

Table 1: Example of matrix of expert profiles for 3 workers and 4 movie concepts

Task Routing
The expertise model is exploited by the task routing model for matching tasks with appropriate
knowledge workers. In this paper following matching strategies are employed for the purpose of routing


Random: Sends a particular task to any randomly selected worker from the pool of all available
workers. This routing strategy assumes unavailability of a worker’s expertise model, thus serving
as the baseline approach as well as fall back strategy.



Expertise Match: This strategy ranks workers according to the weighted matching score between
task concepts and the worker’s expertise profile. The weights are based on the expertise model
built earlier. The example task discussed would be routed to the worker with highest score for the
American_biographical_films, Films_about_psychiatry, and Films_based_on_biographies
concepts

EVALUATION
We performed an empirical evaluation of task routing based on the proposed expertise model using the
two approaches; self-assessment and task-assessment. The two objectives of the experiments are 1) to

compare random routing without using workers’ expertise models versus routing based on matching task
concepts and worker expertise, and 2) to investigate the best approach for building the worker expertise
model. We evaluated if the concepts extracted from the dataset can be utilized effectively for representing
the knowledge space of data quality tasks and worker expertise. In this regards we have explored the
following proposition through empirical evaluation:
Data quality tasks routed using a concept-based expertise profiles have higher response
rates if the expertise model is built using a task-assessment approach as compared to a
self-assessment based approach.

Experiments
In this section we provide the details of the experiment design employed for the purpose of evaluation.
We have divided the experimental evaluation in two stage process.


The assessment stage focused on building the expertise model of workers. During this stage
workers were asked to complete one assessment for each of the expertise building approaches. A
simple 5 points belief scale (i.e. none, poor, fair, good, and excellent) was used for the selfassessment of knowledge about concepts. The workers were asked to provide responses to taskassessments based on Likert scale9 (i.e. don’t know, strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree,
strongly agree). None and Don’t Know were the default selected options for belief scale and
Likert scale, respectively.



The routing stage used the generated expertise for routing data quality tasks to appropriate
knowledge workers. These responses to were used to calculate quality for final output dataset.

The response of workers for tasks routed to them is recorded against Likert scale with default response of
“Don’t Know”. So for a particular approach a high percentage of workers providing “Don’t Know”
responses indicate a low likeliness of getting data cleaned with help of workers. While a low percentage
of “Don’t Know” responses indicated a high likeliness. In the rest of this section, we describe the datasets
used for experiments, as well as the data quality tasks required to clean these datasets. Details of the
population of knowledge workers and their characteristics are also discussed.
Dataset Description
We have used a subset of DBpedia describing movies within the experimentation. A test dataset was
created by selecting Academy Award and FilmFare Award winning movies, as well as the top 100
grossing movies from Hollywood and Bollywood. The DBpedia database provides variety of concept
schemes for entities. However for the purpose of this experiment we selected 42 film genre concepts
associated with movies. Detailed statistics of the dataset are listed in the Table 2.
Characteristic
Number of entities (dbp:Film)

Value
724

No. of concepts

42

No. of data quality tasks

230

Table 2: Characteristics of dataset describing award winning and top 100 grossing movies from
Hollywood and Bollywood in DBpedia

9
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Data Quality Tasks
The original movie dataset a variety of data quality issues. Table 3 highlights three particular types of
issues. Each of these data quality issues is converted to a human computation task, which can be routed to
knowledge workers. The conversion process involved creating a short question for the DQ issue, by using
available data for the entity.
DQ Issue Type
Identity Resolution

Missing Value

Data Repair

Example question for DQ task
Does the following URIs represent the same entity?
(Answer YES or NO)
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Shanghai_(2010_film)
http://rdf.freebase.com/ns/m/047fjjr
Did the following actor starred in the movie “Titanic”?
(Answer YES or NO)
http://www.dbpedia.org/resource/bruce_willis
Was the following movie released in 21-10-2011 or 21-102010? (Answer YES or NO)
http://www.dbpedia.org/resource/the_iron_lady

Table 3: Examples of questions for the human computation tasks associated with specific data quality
issues
The dataset was cleaned manually by an expert to serve as the gold standard. The data quality tasks were
created by collecting correct and incorrect values for the “starring” attribute for movies. Figure 5 shows a
screenshot of a human computation task.

Figure 5: Screenshot of the CAMEE prototype system for crowd sourcing data quality tasks

Knowledge Workers
We recruited volunteer workers to perform the human computation tasks for data quality. The final
community of workers contained people from 3 regions of worlds (Europe, South Asia, and Middle East)
having varying knowledge about the movie dataset, as shown in Table 4.
Characteristic
No. of Workers

Value
11

Tasks for Assessment Stage

100

Tasks for Routing Stage

130

Table 4: Characterisitics of knowledge worker recruited for the experiments, as well as statistics of tasks
assignmed to them during test stage

Results
The following results show the distribution of responses for the Random routing as compared to Expertise
Match based routing coupled with the expertise modelling approaches. As expected both matching based
routing strategies outperform random routing of tasks. The data confirms that building expertise models
based on performance on task-assessments is a better approach as compared just soliciting selfassessment of knowledge about concepts.
Expertise Approach

Random

Don't know
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly Agree

73.85%
6.92%
6.15%
0.00%
3.08%
10.00%

Self-Assessment
+ Matching
56.15%
14.62%
5.38%
3.85%
5.38%
14.62%

Task Assessment
+ Matching
36.92%
16.15%
13.08%
7.69%
8.46%
17.69%

Table 5: Distribution of responses during routing stage, for 3 task routing approaches. A high percentage
of “Don’t Know” response indicates that the tasks has been routed to worker with no domain knowledge.

RELATED WORK
The crowdsourcing approaches for data management activities can be categories in three approaches;
algorithmic approaches, crowd-sourced databases and application platforms.
Algorithmic approaches focus on the designing algorithms for reducing uncertainty of data management
with human computed functions. In these approaches human attention is utilized to support data
management system in different activities, such as schema matching [15], entity resolution [16] and data
repair [17]. The objective of algorithmic approaches is to help increase utility of human attention through
optimization of specific data management activities. Consequently the evaluation of these approaches
focus on the measurement of incremental utility improvement after successive human interventions. Our
work focuses on modelling expertise required for data quality tasks and building worker profiles to
facilitate task routing.
Crowd-sourced database systems focus on providing programmatic access to human computation
platforms for database operations such as joins, sorts, and inserts. This facilitates platform independence

with respect to the details of access to human services. Typically existing query languages are extended to
minimize the learning curve associated with programming human computation. For example, CrowdDB
[18] extends standard query language to provide database services on top on crowd sourcing platforms.
An initial list of information quality problems which can be solved with crowdsourcing have be identified
in [19]. The application of human computation has been demonstrated for data management problems
such as data ranking [20], relevance assessment [21] and entity linking [22]. These research efforts focus
on improving the quality of crowd responses through various task aggregation techniques after execution.
Instead we focus the step before execution of tasks; improving the routing of tasks to workers with
appropriate domain knowledge and expertise.
Application platforms extend existing applications with custom human computation capabilities, thus
enabling crowd services in applications. These approaches do not depend on external platforms for human
services as compared to previous categories. Freebase supported by a human computation platform called
RABj [23], which allows users to distribute specific tasks to communities of paid or volunteering worker.
Similarly, MOBS [24] provides a tool extension approach for enabling crowd sourcing of schema
matching applications. Both RABj and MOBS are crowd sourcing platforms tailored for specific data
management applications. We propose CAMEE; a human computation based approach for guided data
cleaning. The objective of CAMEE is to facilitate task routing for effective utilization of human attention
in collaborative data cleaning processes.
Expert finding has been the subject of a considerable amount of research in the Information Retrieval
community [25]. The expert finding problem involves ranking the list of experts according to their
knowledge about a given topic or query. Generally, some web-based or enterprise text corpus is utilized
to uncover associations between experts and topics [26]. On the other hand, expert profiling is defined as
the opposite process of determining the list of topics that an expert is knowledge about [27]. In both cases,
current approaches mine existing text corpus to determine worker and topics associations. By contrast, in
this paper we are interested in profiling expertise of workers for finding task and worker associations. We
cast this problem in a data cleaning scenario where we building profiles by only using source data. We
assume that the source data does not provide any evidence of worker expertise in form of person and topic
associations. Instead we demonstrate the effective use of SKOS for the purpose of expertise profiling and
task routing with in data cleaning scenario.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents an concepts based approach for routing data quality tasks to appropriate workers
based on an their knowledge and expertise. An expertise model for representing worker profiles against a
set of concepts from the dataset is described. The approach is validated with a simple routing algorithm
for exploiting expertise model based on either concept selection or task performance. The approach is
evaluated on real world datasets using human workers. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of using
concept based profiles for soliciting higher number of responses from workers
In this paper we described the architecture of CAMEE and its use of SKOS concepts for modelling
expertise for tasks and knowledge worker. As the part of future work we plan to expand our analysis of
the system to effect of various expertise assessment methods and task routing methods on quality of task
routing. Further research is also required into the effective balancing of the community workload under
constraints such as cost, latency, and motivation. We plan to investigate the utility of CAMEE in real
world information management scenario that deals with multiple data sources and heterogeneity
problems, such as enterprise energy management [28].
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